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Product Description 
Jack Rogers is a women’s retail company founded in 1960 in Palm Beach, Florida. Jack 

Rogers started out as a sandals company for women8. Since 1960 Jack Rogers has been crafting 
beautiful shoes and accessories that brighten every day3. Jack Rogers’ customers are known to 
have an unmistakable ease, effortless style, and optimistic view on life8. Jack Rogers describes 
their product as being home wherever it goes in the world8.  

Jack Rogers has mostly been known as just a sandals brand and most recognized for its’ 
Classic Jack sandal. In 1960 Jackie Kennedy took a trip to Capri, Italy and fell in love with a pair 
of flat leather sandals and returned to America with the whipstitched leather and an iconic 
Rondelle that would go on to become the classic Jack Rogers sandal8.  
 Coming up on the company’s 60th anniversary, Jack Rogers has changed externally and 
internally with a new CEO, Lydia Park Luis, a new logo, and a new e-commerce website7. Lydia 
Park Luis took office as the new CEO in May of last year and has been preparing the company for 
a new and improved look7. The company has begun to update and rebrand, while still staying true 
to their roots7. The new goal of Jack Rogers is to no longer just be known just for the classic Jacks 
sandal but rather be known as the destination for all footwear for women and young girls. The 
company, as stated by the new CEO, wants to own the sandal category, while also looking at other 
classifications that the company has never touched7. 

The Spring 2019 collection has begun the brand’s product evolution with different heel 
heights, the debut of espadrilles and use of different materials. Jack Rogers’ newly expanded 
product offering now consists of the iconic and classic Jacks, heels, wedges, sandals, flats, 
sneakers, espadrilles, boots, booties, and jellies for women and children.  

 
 Business Analysis (Micro) 

Jack Rogers is a popular, successful fashion company with estimated yearly revenue of 
$650 million4. It has a new CEO, a new logo and a new e-commerce website7. Their current 
customer base is 57 percent millennial7. Their story and ethos are powerful, it’s all about 
sisterhood, therefore Jack Rogers is framing and taking what Jack Rogers has been doing into the 
future to increase their product offerings, revenue and overall profitability. 

Jack Rogers has even begun to implement customization options on their website which 
allows the Jack Rogers’ customer to create a custom or monogrammed sandal4.  The success rate 
for customization with Jack Rogers can be limitless as customers can now fully customize their 
shoe rather than having to wait for exclusives such as specific “Spirit Jacks” with predetermined 
colors. Customization enables current and potential new customers to have their own personalized 
pair of Jack Rogers Classic Jacks.  

Jack Rogers’ utilizes the services of a company called Outlier to analyze the company’s 
data9. Outlier is a company that finds insights across all the company’s data to help identify what 
potential customer relationships are available that could potentially be missed9. Outlier analyzes 
all Jack Rogers Google Analytics and Facebook Ads data and informs the company when 
something unexpected happens such as a product being a hot sale. This enables the company to 
adjust in real time to take advantage of the interest and increase sales9. 
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The company’s main competitors are Tory Burch, Lilly Pulitzer, Coach, Kate Spade and 
Sperry. 

 
Business Analysis (Macro) 

The preppy style is currently evolving and becoming more popular in the fashion industry. 
Popular fashion blogger Man Repeller recently released an article about how preppy style has 
evolved into something much more interesting11. The articles’ photos feature a model wearing a 
pair of Classic Jacks11. This article shows how Jack Rogers can use the preppy style evolving as 
an opportunity for reaching new customers in the footwear market. The advertisement with this 
article is a prime example of one-way Jack Rogers can use advertising to reach their target 
market11. This article also features advertisements with a pair of Sperry shoes, one of Jack Rogers’ 
competitors11. 

 
Target Market  
 Jack Rogers’ target market consist of women and young girls that dress in a preppy manner 
with unmistakable ease and effortless style8. The Jack Rogers’ customer is one that has an 
optimistic view on life, high disposable income, and is a loyal brand customer4. Jack Rogers’ target 
customer has a wide age range because they sell to women and young girls8. 

Jack Rogers’ customers can also be seen shopping at their competitors stores which consist 
of Tory Burch, Sperry, Lilly Pulitizer and more preppy sandal and footwear brands. 

 
Promotional Plan Objective  

The promotional plan must promote Jack Rogers is entering a new chapter in their company 
with an expanded product offering while still celebrating and preserving everything the brand has 
stood for over the soon to be 60 years. The plan must make it known to Jack Rogers’ current 
community of customers and potential new customers, that Jack Rogers is no longer just for the 
classic Jacks sandal but rather the destination for all footwear for women and young girls. The plan 
must also make it known to Jack Rogers’ current and potential new customers, that as Jack Rogers 
expands their product offering, they remain committed to staying true to their heritage, quality, 
and craftsmanship which are three things the brand has been highly recognized for throughout the 
Company’s history. Current and potential new customers must know and understand that Quality 
will NOT be sacrificed for Quantity and Quantity will be in addition to, not instead of Quality.  

Jack Rogers easily separates themselves from their competitors in heritage and history, but 
lack in promotional comparison. Promotion for the brand in general is an essential component of 
a fashion brand, and even more important when introducing new products. 

Promotion is also critical for Jack Rogers since they only have three physical stores as 
compared to the more than 250, 75 and 75 stores respectively in the United States owned by three 
of their largest competitors, Tory Burch, Lilly Pulitzer and Sperry8,10,12. 
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Promotional Plan 
Due to the fact Jack Rogers’ target customer has a wide age range, we will use multiple 

social media platforms, brand influencers and editorial advertisements to ensure we reach their 
entire target market.  

We will greatly increase the use Social Media to promote our message to women ranging 
between the ages of 21 and 35 as these ages of women are on social media the most out of the 
women who have the targeted disposable income for Jack Rogers products. Using social media 
will result in Jack Rogers creating a bigger and better community with their customers by gaining 
new customers through social media usage increase and exposure, as well as creating a stronger 
and closer relationship with their current loyal customers. Jack Rogers’ current social media 
following is only approximately 10% of the current social media following of one of their primary 
competitors, Tory Burch. Jack Rogers’ social media following consists of 225 thousand followers 
on Instagram6, 218 thousand likes on Facebook5, and 31 thousand followers on Twitter1 as 
compared to Tory Burch’s current social media following consisting of 2.1million followers on 
Instagram15, 2.1 million likes on Facebook14, and 382 thousand followers on Twitter2. 

We will create a closer community with the current Jack Rogers’ community and future 
community by utilizing the online platform of Jack Rogers’ e-commerce website, and their social 
media networks, specifically with brand influencers.  

Brand influencers such as fashion bloggers have become very powerful in today’s world 
and have shown success for companies’ revenue and community when the right bloggers are used 
in promoting products and connecting with their community13. According to mediakix, brands 
have been quick to notice the power of social media influencers on their target markets13. A study 
done by WhoSay indicates spending on influencer marketing has risen rapidly over the last few 
years, and we predict influencer marketing to be a $5-$10 billion market by 202013. Influencers 
are thought of as leaders who generate conversations, drive engagement, and set trends amongst a 
receptive audience, positioning them well to partner with brands on sponsored content13. 
Influencers have the ability to break through the noise of traditional advertising and spread a 
brand’s message to the intended audience in an authentic, natural way13. Influencers have been 
shown to prove how social media is preferred over traditional TV by the younger generation, social 
media influencers are more effective than celebrities due to being more relatable and authentic13.  

We will utilize brand influencers that fit into Jack Rogers customer profile and have had 
success in promoting other companies’ products. Women behind such blogs as Belle of the Ball, 
Southern Curls & Pearls, and The College Prepster. These are just some women influencers that 
we will look into to have them promote the new products and brand updates. Just like Jackie 
Kennedy made the Classic Jacks iconic in the 1960s, brand influencers will help make the new 
whole Jack Rogers company iconic in 2019 and beyond3.  

We will advertise in prestigious fashion magazines such as Vogue.  
We will direct our promotion of Jack Rogers children products to the consumers who will 

be the buyers of these products, the young girls’ mothers and grandmothers. We will utilize Jack 
newspaper advertisements to reach these more nature consumers. Adults are known for reading 
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the newspaper every day or at least on Sundays. Our promotion budget and how consumers react 
will determine if Jack Rogers should feature advertisements every day in the newspapers or just 
on Sundays. Jack Rogers has the advantage of their history with Jackie Kennedy that can help 
reach mature consumers. Consumers who grew up when Jackie Kennedy was alive will connect 
with advertisements featuring her in Jack Rogers as Jackie Kennedy influenced many women in 
fashion at the time.  
 
Marketing Mix Strategy  

The four factors of the marketing mix, product, price, place and promotion must work 
together to appeal to the target market and achieve the intended position. Our marketing mix will 
help us differentiate Jack Rogers’ products and quality from their competitor’s products. The two 
main Ps that are important for our plan are the product and the promotion. With Jack Rogers 
releasing new products and working towards becoming the go-to footwear brand for women and 
young girls it is extremely important that we increase their promotion reach in order to get the new 
products with the same Jack Rogers quality known to current and potential customers.  

Jack Rogers will continue to use customization to compete and differentiate themselves 
from their competitors in the footwear market. Jack Rogers competitors such as Sperry allow for 
footwear customization but other competitors such as Tory Burch and Lilly Pulitzer currently do 
not offer this feature to their customers. Customization in apparel and footwear has increased over 
the years and has become a popular medium for designer collaborations, limited launches, and a 
canvas for buyer creativity specifically for shoes. According to an April 2018 YouGov survey, 
26% of US consumers have personalized a product and apparel and footwear ranked first as the 
most customized product the consumers owned16. Customers reasoning for customizing apparel 
and footwear was driven by the consumers desire to stand out from others16.  

In order to drive new and loyal customers to purchase Jack Rogers products from 
advertisements and social media we will feature special sales and discount codes on specific 
advertisements. We will plan printed advertisements with sales or discount codes as well as social 
media advertisements with sales or discount codes that will react to time of release.  

 
Implementing the Plan 

The chart below shows the implementation of the plan will be conducted over a six-month 
period. The first step to implementing this plan is to setup a promotional and advertising team that 
will be responsible for achieving the goals of this plan. The team will be broken down into 
individual tasks that have to be completed such as managing each social media platform, 
developing the promotional and advertisement budget, allocating the budget effectively, seeking 
brand influencers, managing brand influencers, creating advertisements and managing editorial 
advertisements. Once the team is established the plan will then move onto developing the budget 
and allocating the money within the budget to the different tasks that need to be done. After the 
tasks have their budgets the plan will move onto developing the advertisements for social media 
networks and editorial advertisements. The plan will also move on to seeking brand influencers 
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and creating advertisements with them. The advertisements will be showcased after they are 
produced. Once the advertisements have been launched, they will be evaluated and modified as 
necessary to achieve the plan’s goals. 

 
 

Task May June July August September October  

Develop an 
Promotional and 
Advertising Team 

      

Develop Promotional 
& Advertisement 
Budget  

      

Create Advertisements 
      

Launch Ads 
      

Evaluate & 

If necessary, Modify 
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